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4000 Essential English Words 3 

Review Test (Unit 1-6) 

 

 

Choose the correct synonym of the words in bold. 

1. The core of the earth is made of hot liquid magma.   

a. surface           b. center               c. edge          d. top 

2. After 15 minutes, I finally found my car keys. 

a. vacated          b. misplaced          c. located         d. disguised  

3. The children encountered a spooky old woman in the woods. 

a. discovered       b. recovered          c. met            d. set 

4. The country is made up of several provinces. 

a. legions         b. regions           c. nations           d. continents 

5. It’s not nice when a salesman deceives his customers. 

a. leaves         b. believes          c. picks           d. tricks 

6. The clown’s costume was totally ridiculous. 

a. absurd         b. berserk           c. absent          d. smart 

7. Hermione’s cheeky little brother often irritates her. 

a. annoys        b. deploys           c. wrestles         d. tickles 

8. The other kids teased him about his new haircut. 

a. haunted        b. taunted          c. laughed          d. joked 

9. The cemetery was quiet and peaceful. 

a. castle         b. garden           c. backyard        d. graveyard 

10. I’ll have the report ready for you shortly. 

a. immediately       b. lately           c. soon           d. meanwhile 

11. A rainstorm would definitely spoil their picnic.  
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a. help          b. dictate           c. ruin           d. benefit   

 

12. Her closet is now completely filled with clothes. 

a. room         b. bedroom        c.  bathrobe          d. wardrobe 

13. We found an apartment in a very pleasant district. 

a. street         b. country         c. brochure            d. area 

14. She hid his gift underneath the bed so that he would not find it. 

a. near          b. beyond         c. beneath           d. behind 

 

Unscramble them and write the correct word in the adjacent blank. The word’s first letter 

is underlined for you. 

1. _______________ reca                     2. _______________  neynp 

3. _______________ degol                  4. _______________  githrevon 

5. _______________ klenoset                 6. _______________  aronset 

 

Write the letter S for synonym or A for antonym next to the pair of words. 

1. ____  elite - top                          2. ____  royal - regal  

3. ____  sole – only                     4. ____  humble - arrogant   

5. ____  prosper - struggle                  6. ____  overlook - forget    

7. ____  kid - adult                         8. ____  flashlight - torch   

9. ____  grasp – release                   10. ____ rear - front   
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4000 Essential English Words 3 

Review Test (Unit 7-12) 

 

 

Choose the correct synonym of the words in bold. 

1. The members of the skiing club are all very enthusiastic. 

a. mean           b. keen            c. worried            d. brave  

2. The couple first met through a mutual friend. 

a. old           b. sociable          c. pushy          d. shared  

3. The doctor warned him that he was becoming overweight. 

a. obese        b. morose          c. genial             d. callous 

4. The ballroom dancer looks incredibly elegant. 

a. lively          b. speedy          c. graceful           d. happy 

5. He forgot to polish his shoes before his big interview. 

a. tie          b. shone           c. shine           d. sheen 

6. My dad ate an entire box of chocolates, and then felt really ill. 

a. massive        b. horrid           c. ancient           d. whole 

7. The football players quarrelled after the game. 

a. rested        b. ate          c. squabbled           d. scrambled 

8. My rival got the job instead of me. 

a. competitor        b. colleague         c. friend           d. boss 

9. Some birds cleverly imitate people’s voices. 

a. hear          b. recognize         c. copy            d. develop 

10. I left the office at 2pm for an urgent meeting. 

a. pressing        b. stressful         c. short           d. pointless 

11. The upper floors of the store sell sportswear.  
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a. bottom         b. middle         c. higher            d. larger 

12. The pilot anticipates a smooth flight to Hong Kong. 

a. wants        b. wishes         c. needs            d. expects 

13. I prefer wearing casual clothes to work.  

a. expensive      b. informal         c. smart             d. stylish 

14. Our team celebrated its triumph with a huge party. 

a. season       b. defeat         c. game              d. victory  

 

Unscramble them and write the correct word in the adjacent blank. The word’s first letter 

is underlined for you. 

1. _______________ ormya                 2. _______________  prenetarc 

3. _______________ cararbohdtey         4. _______________  nagow 

5. _______________ ocsuni                  6. _______________  rgme 

 

 

Write the letter S for synonym or A for antonym next to the pair of words. 

1. ____  abandon - desert                  2. ____  complaint - grievance  

3. ____  loyal – fickle                       4. ____  ashamed - proud  

5. ____  couch - sofa                  6. ____  ally - friend                    

7. ____  dominant - weak           8. ____  nap - sleep                

9.  ____  host – guest                10. ____ deliberate - accidental   
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4000 Essential English Words 3 

Review Test (Unit 13-18) 

 

 

Choose the correct synonym of the words in bold. 

1. He was startled by a barking dog.  

a. chased          b. bitten            c. followed           d. surprised 

2. After 10 minutes of running, the jogger began to sweat. 

a. retire          b. perceive         c. prescribe         d. perspire  

3. One day, the two countries might unify.  

a. divide       b. unite          c. create           d. untie 

4. Usually, the most diligent students get the best grades. 

a. illustrious       b. industrial        c. industrious        d. diffident 

5. Claire found the sales clerk rather impolite. 

a. sensible       b. foolish         c. naughty          d. rude 

6. The US state of Texas is massive. 

a. attractive       b. powerful         c. vast            d. diminutive 

7. Our postman always seems to be cheerful. 

a. lucky        b. plucky        c. upstanding          d. upbeat 

8. I couldn’t pardon my boyfriend for cheating on me. 

a. believe        b. accept         c. neglect           d. forgive 

9. The boys came up with a clever scheme to make some money. 

a. ploy       b. company       c. shop             d. store  

10. The bulgogi was heating up on the stove. 
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a. cooler        b. washer        c. cooker            d. refrigerator 

 

11. Life can often feel unfair when you are a(n) adolescent. 

a. pensioner       b. adult        c. businessman          d. teenager  

12. The teacher told her she had a natural aptitude for drawing. 

a. equipment      b. ability       c. reality             d. assistant 

13. I love to wander along the river on Saturdays. 

a. pose        b. ramble       c. dance             d. run 

14. A camping holiday can give you real feeling of independence. 

a. loneliness     b. reliance      c. shyness             d. freedom  

 

Unscramble them and write the correct word in the adjacent blank. The word’s first letter 

is underlined for you. 

1. _______________ tllebu               2. _______________ reifb 

3. _______________ reematid            4. _______________ yibtrel 

5. _______________ vaal                 6. _______________  storpo 

 

 

Write the letter S for synonym or A for antonym next to the pair of words. 

1. ____  harbour - marina                2. ____  march - stomp  

3. ____  voyage - journey                4. ____  massive - tiny   

5. ____  famine - feast                    6. ____  complement - insult    

7. ____  presume - assume           8. ____  pill - tablet                 

9. ____  punishment - reward        10. ____ withdraw - enter    
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4000 Essential English Words 3 

Review Test (Unit 19-24) 

 

 

Choose the correct synonym of the words in bold. 

1. The two angry neighbours were having a dispute over their fence.  

a. barbeque          b. disagreement             c. argument           d. party 

2. The TV news reported a serious incident at the airport.   

a. subject          b. occurrence            c. picture          d. interview  

3. Eric felt a violent rage building up inside him. 

a. excitement       b. ecstasy            c. boredom           d. fury 

4. The customer was dissatisfied with her new refrigerator. 

a. thrilled        b. happy             c. disfigured          d. displeased 

5. It was evident to the crowd that the band were nervous. 

a. apparent       b. repellent           c. mysterious        d. unclear 

6. Honey is a possible cure for a sore throat. 

a. cause         b. option            c. remedy           d. action 

7. Oil is absolutely essential for your car’s engine. 

a. attractive       b. harmful           c. vital            d. expensive 

8. The company has no money left, and furthermore it is in serious debt.  

a. annoyingly      b. later            c. also            d. strangely 

9. There is a link between fast food and heart disease. 

a. direction       b. connection           c. selection         d. conclusion 

10. Locker rooms are usually divided by gender. 
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a. age           b. size             c. sex            d. ability  

11. The ranch is famous for producing the world’s finest beef. 

a. factory        b. restaurant           c. shop           d. farm 

12. Smoking is banned on subway systems all over the world. 

a. exhibited       b. prohibited           c. protected        d. provided 

13. It seldom rains in the Atacama Desert. 

a. really        b. heavily              c.  never           d. rarely 

14. Finding a hobby can be a great way to spend your free time. 

a. pastime       b. part-time           c. captivity         d. aptitude 

 

Unscramble them and write the correct word in the adjacent blank. The word’s first letter 

is underlined for you. 

1. _______________ oorrrh            2. _______________  wlho 

3. _______________ gasru             4. _______________  yed 

5. _______________ zwdira            6. _______________  afifocil 

 

 

Write the letter S for synonym or A for antonym next to the pair of words. 

1. ____  empty - full             2. ____  tender - hard  

3. ____  beneath - under                4. ____  leap - jump    

5. ____  peer - gawp                    6. ____  stripe – band                       

7. ____  tame - wild                 8. ____  cautious - careless  

9. ____  confess - deny          10. ____ audience - spectators   
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4000 Essential English Words 3 

Review Test (Unit 25-30) 

 

 

Choose the correct synonym of the words in bold. 

1. One of the merits of my university is its central location.  

a. problems           b. downfalls            c. trials             d. virtues 

2. He began to tremble in the cold as he waited for the bus to arrive. 

a. worry          b. sweat          c. shuffle          d. shake 

3. It turned out that the business had many underlying problems. 

a. blatant         b. obvious          c. hidden            d. fragrant 

4. He was quite jealous of his brother’s new apartment. 

a. tired         b. suspicious          c. scared            d. envious  

5. Her hometown had not altered in 25 years. 

a. changed        b. vanished         c. drifted            d. moved 

6. King Edward had a noble appearance. 

a. unusual       b. stately          c. unpleasant         d. odd 

7. Bill made a big stack of firewood to get him through the winter. 

a. pile         b. pocket           c. puddle           d. layer 

8. The teacher was very suspicious of the boy’s story. 

a. angry         b. scared         c. doubtful           d. bored 

9. The girl’s secret diary was missing from her desk. 

a. pencil        b. magazine         c. journal           d. textbook 

10. The couple decided to postpone their wedding so that the bride’s grandma could come. 
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a. cancel        b. forget         c. delay            d. film 

 

11. The merchant said he would only accept cash.  

a. trader         b. craftsman         c. farmer            d. cleaner 

12. Sometimes, I get angry with my sister because she is stubborn. 

a. lazy         b. rude          c. obstinate         d. insolent  

13. The college was devastated by a huge fire. 

a. racked         b. wrecked         c. roasted          d. rambled 

14. I was full of optimism before the job interview. 

a. hope         b. breakfast          c. fear          d. despair 

 

Unscramble them and write the correct word in the adjacent blank. The word’s first letter 

is underlined for you. 

1. _______________ enarim                 2. _______________  riengg 

3. _______________ bedlon                  4. _______________ ancal 

5. _______________ unclrea                 6. _______________ srutth 

 

Write the letter S for synonym or A for antonym next to the pair of words. 

1. ____  fraction - whole                     2. ____  invade - occupy  

3. ____  resign – quit                       4. ____  embrace - hug   

5. ____  exaggerate - embellish            6. ____  meanwhile - later    

7. ____  rumor – fact                   8. ____  glance - stare 

9. ____  deter - encourage                 10. ____ tolerate - accept 
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Review Tests Book 3_ Answers 

Unit 1-6 Unit 7-12 Unit 13-18 Unit 19-24 Unit 25-30 

Synonyms Synonyms Synonyms Synonyms Synonyms 

1.b 1.b 1.d 1.b 1.d 

2.c 2.d 2.d 2.b 2.d 

3.c 3.a 3.b 3.d 3.c 

4.b 4.c 4.c 4.d 4.d 

5.d 5.c 5.d 5.a 5.a 

6.a 6.d 6.c 6.c 6.b 

7.a 7.c 7.d 7.c 7.a 

8.b 8.a 8.d 8.c 8.c 

9.d 9.c 9.a 9.b 9.c 

10.c 10.a 10.c 10.c 10.c 

11.c 11.c 11.d 11.d 11.a 

12.d 12.d 12.b 12.b 12.c 

13.d 13.b 13.b 13.d 13.b 

14.c 14.d 14.d 14.a 14.a 

Unscramble Unscramble Unscramble Unscramble Unscramble 

1.acre 1.mayor 1.bullet 1.horror 1.marine 

2.penny 2.carpenter 2.fiber 2.howl 2.ginger 

3.lodge 3.carbohydrate 3.diameter 3.sugar 3.blonde 

4.overnight 4.wagon 4.liberty 4.dye 4.canal 

5.skeleton 5.cousin 5.lava 5.wizard 5.nuclear 

6.senator 6.germ 6.troops 6.official 6.thrust 

Synonym/Antonym Synonym/Antonym Synonym/Antonym Synonym/Antonym Synonym/Antonym 

1.S 1.S 1.S 1.A 1.A 

2.S 2.S 2.S 2.A 2.S 

3.S 3.A 3.S 3.S 3.S 

4.A 4.A 4.A 4.S 4.S 

5.A 5.S 5.A 5.S 5.S 

6.S 6.S 6.A 6.S 6.A 

7.A 7.A 7.S 7.A 7.A 

8.S 8.S 8.S 8.A 8.A 

9.A 9.A 9.A 9.A 9.A 

10.A 10.A 10.A 10.S 10.S 

 


